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The SDL WorldServer Stand and Go
solution is designed for customers
to be up and running with SDL
WorldServer with minimal effort, cost
and time.
The Stand and Go solution provides customers with an entry
level system to enable them to explore SDL WorldServer’s
core capabilities. This solution is implemented by SDL
consultants dedicated to assisting SDL customers to improve
their language translation process.
An important aspect of the Stand and Go solution is the
post implementation workshop in which the SDL solution
experts will work with customers to understand their
business needs which will allow them to unlock, adapt
and get more out of the enterprise technology during the
customers technology journey.

AT A GLANCE
Key Features
The SDL WorldServer Stand and Go Solution includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A Business Process Review
A Solution Design Session
Setup and Configuration
Training and Assistance
Collaborative road map to enable future business needs
Access to SDL’s most up-to-date knowledge and learning

Benefits
The Stand and Go solution allows customers to get SDL
technology in their hands rapidly to better understand the
solution capabilities in order to maximise efficiency of their
translation program.
Key Benefits are:
•
•
•
•
•

Reduce idea-to-solution cycle time
Go live with core functionality in a few weeks
Low startup cost on initial implementation
Delivers on-demand and rapid resource elasticity for scale
Provide recommendations for improvements to extend
and enhance the solution to meet business needs

When to Use
The SDL WorldServer Stand and Go solution is particularly
useful as a solution to kick-start a proof of concept or a
jump start environment for the business to explore the
extensive capabilities.
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DELIVERY DETAIL

*360˚ Approach

Preparation
SDL will schedule a kick off meeting to review basic business
requirements and discuss desired outcomes from this
engagement. Before engagement, you should:
• Identify a technical team experienced in the following and
ensure availability throughout the implementation:
– Server hosting and monitoring
– DBA (database administration)
• Establish Installation logistics
– Onsite or Remote. If remote ensure that external server
access is permitted outside of the company.
Delivery
The solution is delivered by SDL consultants, on and off site.
During the implementation phase the SDL consultants will
fulfil the following deliverables:
• Application deployment
• System configuration
– 5 language pairs
– 2 Simple Workflows
– 2 Project Types
– Up to 15 Users
– 1 Translation Memory
– 1 Terminology Database
– 1 Language Service Provider (test data only)
– 1 Cost Model (test data only)
– Microsoft Office Files Supported
• Training and Assistance Schedule
• Business Scoping and Process Review
• Value Based Engagement Report*

Once the initial Stand and Go solution is deployed and has
been tested by a controlled group, the SDL consultants will
facilitate a workshop with all key solution stakeholders to
align business objectives to achieve more efficient translation
processes. The workshop is designed to enable clients to
increase the utilization of their SDL WorldServer translation
management system by identifying process or systems
improvements. The workshop provides:
• Discussion into current system configuration, processes
and user behaviours – held with test users
• Recommended solutions to facilitate process improvement
and system utilization
• Shared findings and proposed solutions with all
stakeholders

DURATION
The solution is usually delivered by a project team
consisting of a project manager and a consultant requiring
15 – 20 working days effort depending on the scale of the
implementation. Duration can vary based on customer size,
complexity and location.

GETTING STARTED
Leverage SDL’s Professional Services methods, tools,
and extensive experience with customer implementations
across diverse industries and geographies. Tight integration
with Training and Support puts the entire SDL team behind
your success.

To learn more, contact your local SDL Professional
Services representative, or visit sdl.com
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